
IPC Unit:  Houses/ Buildings 

Clever Kittens 

What  you can do at 

home: 

 Practice tracing the 

letter Z  and W 

 Read winter stories 

 Build different struc-

tures from different 

materials (you can 

use plastic or pa-

per cups for tow-

ers, Lego or wood-

en blocks etc. 
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This week we ex-

plored different 

ways to build struc-

tures. We used 

sand for building 

sand castles, we  

used snow, we cut 

buildings from pa-

per and we com-

pared the stability 

of the structures.                 

We tried to build a 

real igloo, but it 

wasn’t an easy 

job to do. We 

couldn’t build the 

roof of the house, 

because the snow 

was too soft. Next 

week we are go-

ing to find out 

more about build-

ing igloos and try 

again! 

We went to Mr. 

Nasko’ s work-

shop and he 

showed us some 

tools and how to 

use them. One of 

our learning tar-

gets for this week 

was to know the 

names of tools 

and instruments 

in construction 

and understand 

what they do. 



Cooking class 

Winter fun 

We had so much fun out in the snow! 

This Friday we made a delicious 

biscuit cake. We boiled milk, we 

used a mixer and we measured 

the quantity of the milk.  

We made two types of pudding– one with 

hot milk, and one with cold milk. 



Jolly Phonics 

Mathematics 

This week’s new letters are Z and W. We practiced and 

revised all the letters that we know. Some children can 

already trace and recognize all of the letter– sounds.  

We read short words like hat, bus, cat, dog, etc. The chil-

dren cope well and they are eager to learn how to read 

and write. 

This week’s task was to try to trace as many squares 

as possible on one piece of paper. The children prac-

ticed cutting and they learnt that the square has four 

equal sides and four angles. 

We read the story “How tall?” and found out interesting ways to com-

pare heights. 

The children were busy measuring and comparing heights. We made 

a new measuring scale and measured ourselves.  Once again Sunny 

is the tallest Clever Kitten. 

Did you know that the Great Pyramid has a 

height a bit greater than 84 refrigerators? 

 

We traced on the snow the numbers that we 

already know. 


